Erratum: Measurement of the J/ψ pair production cross-section in pp collisions at √ s = 13 TeV
. Result of templated DPS fit for dσ(J/ψ J/ψ ) dp T (J/ψ J/ψ ) and dσ(J/ψ J/ψ ) dy(J/ψ J/ψ ) . The (black) points with error bars represent the data. The total fit result is shown with the thick (red) solid line and the DPS component is shown with the thin (orange) solid line.
-3 - 12.4 ± 3.9 11.2 ± 2.9 Table 4 . Summary of the σ eff values (in mb) from DPS fits for different SPS models. The uncertainty is statistical only, originating from the statistical uncertainty in σ DPS (and dσ (J/ψ J/ψ )/dv). The common systematic uncertainty of 12%, accounting for the systematic uncertainty of σ (J/ψ J/ψ ) and the total uncertainty for σ(J/ψ ), is not shown.
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